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The Google Associate-Cloud-Engineer exam certification is one of the hottest certification exams in
the IT world. The Google Associate Cloud Engineer Associate-Cloud-Engineer certification exam has
been getting the attention of IT professionals since its inception. Over this long period, countless
Google Associate Cloud Engineer exam candidates have earned their credentials for the Google
Cloud Certified exam. They are all doing jobs in different multinational and national companies and
pursuing rewarding careers. They got all these due to only one badge of the certification exam. The
Google  Associate  Cloud  Engineer  exam has  become one  of  the  best  ways  for  beginners  and
experienced professionals to boost their career prospects. Now everyone can use Google Associate
Cloud  Engineer  exam  certificate  as  a  stepping  stone  to  earning  higher  paid  positions  and
responsibilities.  To  do  this  you  just  need  to  enroll  in  the  exam and  prepare  well  and  show
commitment and dedication to pass the challenging Google exam with good scores. For the instant
and complete Google exam preparation the valid, updated, and real Google Questions are the ideal
choice. You should not ignore it and must add the valid Google Cloud Certified exam questions in
your preparation.

P2PExams  Actual  Google  Associate-Cloud-Engineer
Questions
The P2PExams is  one of  the top-rated and trusted platforms for quick Google Cloud Certified
Associate-Cloud-Engineer exam preparation.  On this  platform,  you will  get  the real,  valid,  and
updated Google Associate Cloud Engineer practice test questions. These exam questions are also
verified by experience and qualified Google Associate-Cloud-Engineer certification exam experts. So
rest assured that the exam questions offered by the P2PExams will provide you with everything that
you just need to prepare and pass the difficult Google certification exam with good scores. The
Google Associate Cloud Engineer practice test questions are designed for quick exam preparation.
With  the  Associate-Cloud-Engineer  Questions  you  can  make  the  best  Google  Associate  Cloud
Engineer exam preparation strategy and later on working this strategy you can quickly prepare
yourself to crack the challenging Google exam with flying colors.

Google  Associate-Cloud-Engineer  Practice  Questions  In
Three Formats
The Google Associate Cloud Engineer practice test questions are being offered in three different
formats. These formats are desktop Google Associate-Cloud-Engineer practice test software, Web-
based practice exams, and Google Cloud Certified PDF Associate-Cloud-Engineer dumps. All these
three types of exam questions contain real, updated, and error-free Google Associate Cloud Engineer
practice questions. The Associate-Cloud-Engineer PDF dumps file contains the top-notch Associate-
Cloud-Engineer practice test that helps you in Google Associate Cloud Engineer exam preparation
and enables you to pass the exam easily. You can download Google PDF dumps on any device and
operating  system  and  start  Google  Associate-Cloud-Engineer  exam  preparation  anytime  and
anywhere.  Whereas  the  remaining  two  Associate-Cloud-Engineer  practice  exam  software  are
concerned both are the mock Google Cloud Certified exam that will give you a real-time Google
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Associate Cloud Engineer exam environment for preparation.

Visit Here: https://www.p2pexams.com/products/Associate-Cloud-Engineer

Easy To Use Google Associate-Cloud-Engineer Exam dumps Are Ready To
Download

Now you  have  all  the  necessary  information  regarding  the  Google  certification  exam,  career
importance, and role of P2PExams Google Cloud Certified Associate-Cloud-Engineer questions in
preparation and success. Take the right decision and get enroll in Google Associate Cloud Engineer
certification and start preparation with Associate-Cloud-Engineer exam dumps right now. Best of
luck!!!
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Question No. 1

Your management has asked an external auditor to review all the resources in a specific project. The
security team has enabled the Organization Policy called Domain Restricted Sharing on the
organization node by specifying only your Cloud Identity domain. You want the auditor to only be
able to view, but not modify, the resources in that project. What should you do?

A. Ask the auditor for their Google account, and give them the Viewer role on the project.
B. Ask the auditor for their Google account, and give them the Security Reviewer role on the
project.
C. Create a temporary account for the auditor in Cloud Identity, and give that account the
Viewer role on the project.
D. Create a temporary account for the auditor in Cloud Identity, and give that account the
Security Reviewer role on the project.

Answer: C

Question No. 2

You have successfully created a development environment in a project for an application. This
application uses Compute Engine and Cloud SQL. Now, you need to create a production
environment for this application.

The security team has forbidden the existence of network routes between these 2 environments, and
asks you to follow Google-recommended practices. What should you do?

A. Create a new project, enable the Compute Engine and Cloud SQL APIs in that project, and
replicate the setup you have created in the development environment.
B. Create a new production subnet in the existing VPC and a new production Cloud SQL
instance in your existing project, and deploy your application using those resources.
C. Create a new project, modify your existing VPC to be a Shared VPC, share that VPC with
your new project, and replicate the setup you have in the development environment in that
new project, in the Shared VPC.
D. Ask the security team to grant you the Project Editor role in an existing production project
used by another division of your company. Once they grant you that role, replicate the setup
you have in the development environment in that project.

Answer: A

Question No. 3

A team of data scientists infrequently needs to use a Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) cluster that
you manage. They require GPUs for some long-running, non-restartable jobs. You want to minimize
cost. What should you do?

A. Enable node auto-provisioning on the GKE cluster.
B. Create a VerticalPodAutscaler for those workloads.
C. Create a node pool with preemptible VMs and GPUs attached to those VMs.
D. Create a node pool of instances with GPUs, and enable autoscaling on this node pool with a
minimum size of 1.

Answer: A



Question No. 4

Your organization has user identities in Active Directory. Your organization wants to use Active
Directory as their source of truth for identities. Your organization wants to have full control over the
Google accounts used by employees for all Google services, including your Google Cloud Platform
(GCP) organization. What should you do?

A. Use Google Cloud Directory Sync (GCDS) to synchronize users into Cloud Identity.
B. Use the cloud Identity APIs and write a script to synchronize users to Cloud Identity.
C. Export users from Active Directory as a CSV and import them to Cloud Identity via the
Admin Console.
D. Ask each employee to create a Google account using self signup. Require that each
employee use their company email address and password.

Answer: A

Question No. 5

Your organization has a dedicated person who creates and manages all service accounts for Google
Cloud projects. You need to assign this person the minimum role for projects. What should you do?

A. Add the user to roles/iam.roleAdmin role.
B. Add the user to roles/iam.securityAdmin role.
C. Add the user to roles/iam.serviceAccountUser role.
D. Add the user to roles/iam.serviceAccountAdmin role.

Answer: D
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